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Sales Order BOM Routine 

This plugin allows you to create production sheets for BOM / Assembly items on sales orders 
and either adjust them into stock and allocate to the order or create an Assembly to issue 
the components.  

 

In preferences “create build assembly” if ticked means that when a user clicks complete it 
will open an assembly form so it can issue the components, put the finished item into stock 
and allocate it against the sales order. If it is unticked then it will open the adjustment in 
form so the user can adjust stock in of the finished item and not issue components.  

You can specify a default label layout. You can also specify a different label layout for each 
customer. So when you are completing a works order you can print a label to put on the 
items if required.  
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The above will show all sales order item lines with a BOM Assembly item. A user could tick 
the orders and click print production sheets. They are flagged as printed or not. There is a 
printed and unprinted tab list. It prints a separate production sheet for items in different 
categories.  

A user can filter the list by route and or category. You can also ignore fully allocated orders. 
It would be expected that a user would print production sheets, go and make the items and 
then come back in here to complete the works order and allocate the stock to the related 
sales order and maybe print a label to go on the items.  

 

Production sheet shows the sales order item line and the components required to make the 
item. The qty is for the unallocated qty. i.e. if the sales order was for 3 and you had 1 
allocated to the item line because you had 1 in stock then it would prompt you to make 2 
only.  


